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ABSTRACT
There is a growing emphasis on designing with people with diverse health experiences rather than designing for them. Yet, collaborative design becomes difficult when working with individuals with health conditions (e.g., stroke, cancer, abuse, depression) that affect their ability or willingness to engage alongside researchers and verbally express themselves. The present paper analyzes how the clinical practice of art therapy engages these individuals in co-creative, visual expression of ideas, thoughts, and experiences. Drawing on interviews with 22 art therapists and over two years of field work in a clinical setting, we detail how art therapists view making as expression for people with complex communication needs. Under this view, we argue that art therapy practice can inspire collaborative design engagements by understanding materials as language, creating space for expression, and sustaining expressions in a broader context. We discuss practical and ethical implications for design work involving individuals with complex communication needs.
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INTRODUCTION
Human-centered design methodologies that emphasize user involvement, such as participatory design and co-design, often rely on participants engaging alongside researchers throughout the process of co-creation. The ability of participants to verbally express ideas, thoughts, and needs is often an implicit aspect of the design process; yet, many individuals have a limited ability or willingness to communicate in this way. Prior work details the complexities of conducting design work with individuals with stigmatizing or emotionally sensitive experiences [14,65,66], speech-language impairments [72], and cognitive or developmental disabilities [59,62]. Much of this work offers strategies to mitigate the impact of an impairment on the design process by avoiding open-ended prompts and offering limited alternatives [115] or having a proxy speak on the individual’s behalf [9,40]. These strategies are useful modifications; however, they can constrain an individual’s involvement as well as limit what is achieved through co-design, where the goal is to open up participants’ creative potentials, fluidly support a wide range of conversation topics, and collaboratively envision new design futures. Further, limited work has questioned the dominant and implicit role of verbal discourse in collaborative design, which stands to marginalize the viewpoints of people with complex communication needs.

An enriched understanding of making can contribute to more intentional research designs, practices, and analyses. The present paper analyzes the discipline of art therapy as a way of understanding how to support people with complex communication needs in generative, co-creative design engagements. Our analysis is grounded in interviews with 22 art therapists who work with populations with complex communication needs and over two years of field work in a clinical art therapy setting. Art therapy is a profession in which clients, guided by the art therapist, use art materials, the creative process, and the resulting artwork to express their feelings, reconcile emotional conflicts, foster self-awareness, and achieve other goals [116]. We call attention to the ways in which art therapy, situated within clinical practice and alongside biomedical views of health, eschews verbal discourse and positions making as interpretive, non-reductive expressions of the self.

This paper makes three primary contributions. First, we contribute an analysis of a clinical practice that views making as a valued form of expression, which expands how researchers can understand interaction and co-creation with people with complex communication needs. Second, we detail how therapists construct and enact this worldview by (1) understanding materials as language, (2) creating a space for expressions to emerge, and (3) sustaining these expressions in a broader societal context. The third contribution is a discussion of the lessons HCI researchers can draw from clinical art therapy practice to guide formative, co-creative design engagements involving people with complex communication needs.
RELATED WORK

There is a growing literature that describes design involving individuals with complex communication needs, including individuals with emotionally distressing experiences, severe speech-language impairments, cognitive impairment, autism and other developmental disabilities, trauma, and mental health conditions. The present paper builds on existing strategies for adapting design methods for people with complex communication needs and power dynamics in designing with these populations. Beyond this, we examine literature on making as a way of broadening possibilities for co-creative design engagements involving these individuals.

Strategies for Adapting Research Methodologies

Research involving individuals who have difficulty speaking fluently (e.g., due to stroke, cognitive impairment, developmental disabilities) emphasizes the ways in which typical design methods – which often involve verbal expression – must be modified [43,90]. Work by Moffatt et al [72] and Brereton et al [12] note that using low-fidelity prototypes can be challenging for individuals with language, sensory, or cognitive impairments who have difficulty expressing and interacting with abstract concepts. Concrete prototypes, on the other hand, yield opportunities for participants to interact directly with interfaces [12]. This work and that of others [9,34,90,101,112,114,115] provides useful strategies for engaging individuals with speech-language or cognitive impairments in design through the use of physical and visual artifacts, such as storyboards and pictures, and avoiding open-ended questions.

These strategies emphasize the use of prepared design artifacts and closed prompts as a way of structuring interaction so that communication is achievable between researchers and participants. Yet, even when researchers use methods that do not require participant verbalization, challenges still arise from the use of language (e.g., explaining prototypes to participants) and difficulties interpreting non-verbal interactions [43,87]. Further, these strategies may not open up the creative potential of participants. In the context of participatory design with children with autism, Makhaeva et al. [62] assert that “the challenge of meaningful participation is a challenge of configuring structures and freedoms for a gradual unfolding of the creative potentials of participants.” While this work acknowledges that co-creative processes occur within a socio-material context, many practical questions remain concerning how researchers should select materials, arrange environments for design, and interact in these contexts.

Another approach involves the use of proxies, or another person who speaks on the behalf of an individual with complex communication needs. In prior work, proxies are often parents, teachers, or caregivers (e.g., [12,36,44,71]). Researchers often use proxies when participants are seen as unable to contribute to design discussions or when the burden of participation is seen as too high for a participant [32,44]. Yet, proxies may have goals and values that conflict with those of the individuals for whom they speak [43]. Further, this approach neglects the fact that people with complex communication needs can still participate meaningfully in design engagements, particularly when provided with a supportive social and material environment [42]. Some have noted, however, that creating a supportive environment requires long-term relationships with participations through regular sessions [59] or training for designers and researchers [65,101]. Existing approaches involving the use of proxies leave open questions around our expectations for interaction and how to engage alongside participants with complex communication needs.

Power Dynamics and Ethics

In addition to the challenges of adapting methods to support collaborative design engagements, researchers are beginning to understand the ways in which power dynamics affect participation. Collaborative design methods aim to empower people by democratizing the design process [17,27,86,100]. Some researchers, however, question what it means to participate in design work, inspiring reflection on who initiates, directs, and benefits from user participation as well as how participation occurs [8,108]. This ongoing discussion reflects on values in participatory design [47], how people negotiate and voice conflicting views, and what constitutes a result [10]. This discussion is particularly relevant to work involving people who are not often included in the design process on the basis of age (e.g., young children [26,33], older adults [105,107]), socioeconomic factors [21,35], or ability [2,4,37,59,62].

Prior work describes power imbalances between researchers and participants as unavoidable [43]. Additional power dynamics may emerge when individuals confront their own abilities and experiences as part of the co-creative process [11,109], particularly when the focus of design is an individual’s emotionally distressing or stigmatizing experience. For example, prior work acknowledges the feasibility of conducting design work with individuals with mental health conditions (e.g., bipolar disorder [66], psychosis [110], depression and anxiety [50]) but rarely unpacks how participation in design activities introduces new vulnerabilities or how researchers navigate power relations and interpret individuals’ mental health experiences (see [51] for an exception). Other design projects involve health concerns of women immigrants [14], who may face traumatic separation and distress, and mothers and children at a homeless shelter [21]; politics and power relations are central to these engagements. Even encouraging older people to speak about aging as part of formative design research can be emotionally complex and sensitizing [57], particularly in the context of pervasive age-related stereotypes around technology use [13,53]. While researchers often view collaborative design as empowering participants [34,105], we must consider how participation can be a sensitizing experience and identify strategies for shifting these power imbalances.
Broadening the Scope of Design Engagements

Power dynamics also play out in how researchers conceive of what constitutes co-creative design engagements. The maker movement, with its roots in art and technology design, has helped shape what it means to engage in design. Some have even said the maker movement is about meaning making more than producing actual products [99]. In HCI, making has been proposed as democratizing technological practice, shifting how people engage with technology from user-as-consumer to user as creator, artist, and co-designer [103]. Studying both the practice and products of making among marginalized groups, such as people with disabilities, can provide insights into these individuals’ values, experiences, and needs [16,70,89].

While making has been lauded for empowering and democratizing technology design, critics have pointed out its inaccessibility in the West to people who are not privileged (i.e., male, white, middle or upper class, able-bodied) [1,70,103]. Some critiques note that there are individuals who are involved in making but are not conceptualized as makers in public discourse (e.g., elderly hackers in China) [60,102,103]. According to this line of thinking, researchers participate in discursive formulations of making, which encourage certain kinds of making and makers [60]. Thus, researchers can identify forms of making that are not being discussed widely as a way of expanding the scope of who is participating in design [102]. The present study of clinical art therapy extends discourse on who is considered a maker and sites in which making occurs while calling attention to making itself as a form of expression for people with complex communication needs.

METHODS

This paper draws on semi-structured interviews with art therapists, extensive field work in an art therapy setting, and ongoing collaboration with practicing art therapists. Our analysis also draws on theorizing in the field of art therapy and the historical perspectives of this discipline.

Interviews and Field Observations

We conducted in-depth interviews with 22 art therapists who have worked with a variety of populations, including individuals experiencing addiction, child welfare, immigration, domestic violence, mental illness, traumatic brain injuries, physical disabilities, dementia, aphasia, and cancer. Interview participants have practiced art therapy for 11 years on average (1-37 years) and regularly lead individual and group therapy sessions.

We have also conducted more than two years of field observations at a residential facility for older adults located in the Midwestern region of the United States. This community offers art therapy to its residents. The majority of the adults we interacted with in art therapy live in the skilled nursing portion of this community and have language, cognitive, and sensory impairments from a range of conditions, including dementia, stroke, and Parkinson’s disease. Our field work involved ongoing weekly observations (1.5-2 hours) of art therapy sessions at this community. Our protocol was informed by a collaborating art therapist and we obtained human subjects approval from both the community organization and our university to conduct this research. Before we studied participation in art therapy in detail, we obtained consent from legally authorized representatives, and the collaborating art therapist obtained consent from art therapy participants.

Data Analysis

Our approach to data collection and analysis largely follows a constructivist grounded theory approach [18]. Our process of analysis emerged through interactions at our field site, with our data, and between members of our research team, one of whom is an art therapist. Specifically, as themes emerged from data collected at our field site (e.g., field notes, transcripts, audio/video data), we supplemented our initial understandings with interviews with art therapists, by attending art therapy conferences, and reviewing related theories of art therapy as a way of understanding and interpreting our data. We continuously adjusted our interview sampling and questions to probe various areas until reaching saturation. We report three primary themes below, which emerged through this iterative process of data collection and analysis. First, however, we provide background on the field of art therapy that informs how we view our data and our overall analytic perspective.

Art Therapy as a Context of Study

In the 1940s, individuals began practicing art therapy as a type of psychotherapy [78], which draws on the fields of art and psychology to include the addition of visual art practices to talk as a treatment modality [106]. Medical models have heavily influenced Western psychotherapy, and in turn, art therapy utilizes concepts such as diagnosis, disease, and treatment [106]. Art therapists typically conduct sessions with one participant or with a small group of participants, who are also referred to interchangeably as “clients” or “artists.” Like other forms of therapy, therapeutic goals are diverse and include confronting trauma, having a platform for social expression, working through decisions (e.g., deciding whether to take a new job), and building skills such as self-esteem, frustration tolerance, and social skills. Art therapists practice diverse theoretical orientations, including psychodynamic, humanistic, feminist, and postmodern approaches [74,106]. These different approaches indicate the diversity of perspectives within the field, resulting in a variety of stances towards art therapy participants, the process of art therapy, and the art that is created in art therapy.

Art therapy practices have shifted along with attitudes towards art and psychotherapy [79]. For example, art therapists vary in how they interpret and relate to art created by participants, summarized in [73]. While some therapists ascribe psychological meaning to artwork or relate it to a diagnosis (e.g., taking up a small portion of the page as indicative of depression), most therapists in our study
viewed images less as objects of inquiry to determine pathology and more as “messengers” from which they can learn. With this view, restricting an image through a classifying label can lead to “imagicide,” or the death of an image [75]. The present analysis, along with most of our study participants, embraces the latter, more contemporary branch of art therapy. Thus, our analysis attends to the process of creation and expression—rather than reductively interpreting the product of creation—as a way of informing how researchers can approach design engagements with individuals with complex communication needs.

FINDINGS
The field of art therapy recognizes “that there are many people in the world who cannot or will not express their feelings verbally” [76]. Art therapy is one approach, along with dance movement, music, and drama therapies, that emphasizes nonverbal (or non-talking) modalities. Art therapy is distinguished from other nonverbal therapies through its focus on “art making and art product” [AT2]. In art therapy, creative art making is regarded as an important and valued form of communication [63]. In the sections below, we unpack how art therapy practice views making as expression. While we return to each of the themes below in the discussion section, here we briefly connect each with the literature on collaborative design.

Understanding the Language of Materials
To understand making as expression, the first lesson art therapy offers is through its nuanced view of materials as language. This view of materials resonates with prior work in collaborative design, which often involves engagement with materials as part of the process of co-creation [84,113]. Ehn points out the ways that objects play a role in language-games and, consequently, design [28]. Similarly, prior work engages Schön’s concept of materials “talking back” [38,94] to analyze how material configurations shape collaborative design work [19,41,48,54,92,104]. Analyzing art therapy extends this theorizing of the “meaningful role” that materials play and their centrality to the unfolding process of creation through their individual “functions and uses… [that] often result in changed designs and revised plans on the part of the client and art therapist” [75].

Becoming an Expert in Materials
Art therapists understand that their choice, presentation, and expectations around the use of materials shape the possibilities for interaction. As such, they employ a range of materials (see Figure 1), such as paints (oil, watercolor, acrylics), fibers (wool, silk, needle felting, yarn), mosaics, clay, household items (aluminum foil), and found supplies. Relying on their own facility with materials, art therapists support participants’ creative expression through interaction with these supplies [52]. Therapists also incorporate music, visual media (e.g., video recordings), and embodied interactions (e.g., gestures) into the art making process. Art therapists explained that an important part of their role was being “an expert in materials” [AT2]. Therapists utilize their expertise to “find the right medium for the individual so that they can just express themselves…” [AT7]. In co-design, the researcher’s role is described as “providing tools for ideation and expression” [93]. Art therapists described the importance of selecting materials with “intentionality” by reflecting on what materials enable and constrain for each individual. In art therapy, finding the “right medium” for a particular participant at a particular time involves considering the expressive properties of materials and sociocultural associations with materials.

Different Materials have Different Expressive Properties
As part of being an expert in materials, art therapists recognize that materials have various expressive properties. AT2 described how art materials are “the language of art – so they’re like the verbs and nouns and things of visual art.” AT1 explained, “A particular material can say something that another material can’t for someone…” AT1 compared broken windshield glass, which one person brought to a session, with tulle: “[the materials] say something automatically different to the viewer, just in terms of brokenness and sharpness and potential harm, and softness and flexibility.” Continuing, she described how material selection is “the sort of language that artists use when they create.” One framework some art therapists use is based on the idea that materials exist on a spectrum from “resistive” to “fluid” [61,80]. Fluid materials, such as watercolors, support certain affective and sensory states while resistive materials, such as pens, support structure and boundaries [80] (see Figure 2).

Selecting materials depends on an understanding of what type of expression should be supported in a particular art therapy session. AT7 explained:
“What are you trying to accomplish? What do you want them to communicate to you?... Really fluid materials are great for free, big movements, emotional things, letting out, a sense of release.... If you want somebody to communicate a specific structure, object, or words, you can’t give them a big paintbrush and paints. But on the other hand, if you want somebody to loosen up and relax... typically giving them a sharpie and piece of paper is not going to do it.”

Therapists described situations where they intentionally avoided “certain materials [that] would escalate certain conditions of the client’s” [AT4] (e.g., avoiding fluid materials for clients with anxiety). Another perspective encourages therapists to, over time, guide participants towards materials that enable therapeutically valuable states (e.g., from resistive to fluid), without requiring therapists and participants to verbally acknowledge this change [61,80]. For example, AT3 described a series of sessions with a boy in residential care due to behavioral issues:

“He came to art therapy in the beginning and he drew these really harsh edged military weapon, like swords and bombers with a fine tipped black marker ...And he starts looking up and seeing what I’m doing. And I’m doing these watercolor drawings that are much softer...he said I’d like to try that. So he starts making these weapons and military vehicles out of watercolor and they’re softened. And over time he started fooling around more with the watercolor as he’s talking about why he’s there, what’s going on... And as he started to loosen up and soften and talk about more what his feelings were, his behavior got better....” [AT3]

In this example, the art therapist selected materials intentionally to guide the participant towards engaging with difficult emotions. In our field work, we observed therapists learning over time how various materials support expression for each individual. A therapist described one client who alternated between fluid water colors, defined but fluid markers, and rigid pens. The therapist said, “the tight, restrictive [materials] give her an opportunity to be more detailed,” and explained that these materials lead the client to communicate about specific people or ideas. The client titled a drawing with a fine tipped pen as “her inner critic” and with it offered a detailed story about her older sister (Figure 2, right). Pointing to acrylic paints, the therapist said this particular client would lose all detail and

“not feel satisfied communicating big swirls of emotion.” The therapist contrasted this with another person who would not enjoy communicating precise detail “mainly because she can’t create that sort of realism with her disease process.” Thus, therapists attend to the communicative needs of each individual when offering materials during a session.

Materials are Situated in a Sociocultural Context
Beyond the expressive properties of materials, art therapists recognize that the sociocultural context affects how participants interpret and use materials. One therapist explained that “every material is loaded with meaning...” A key figure in art therapy writes, “[a material’s] significance and meaning are the result of a complex interplay of personal, historical, social and cultural contexts...” [80]. Further, the relationship between these factors emerges during an individual’s interaction with materials in a specific context [80]. An example is the conception of certain materials as related to “high art.” Several art therapists described selecting high quality art materials to convey the importance and worthwhileness of art therapy as well as to position art therapy participants as artists. At the same time, a perspective in art therapy recognizes that when art therapists unreflectively select certain materials as “fine” art materials, they may be inadvertently positioning individuals who do not regularly have financial access or a relationship to these materials as unrefined [79]. Recognizing the distance that some art therapy participants may feel from “high art,” other therapists discussed finding less intimidating materials such as aluminum foil as opposed to clay: “there’s something intimidating about a material that’s recognized as something that, that’s what artists do.” [AT9]. AT9 also explained that she liked to bring household materials with which participants were familiar, describing how participants may have interacted with materials such as wood to build a birdhouse or fabric to make their own clothing. This connects with research on sense-making, which recognizes the ways that people select technologies based on a “self” they are interested in becoming [67]. Therapists are mindful of the diverse sociocultural associations participants have with materials and adapt material choices to support each person.

Creating a Space for Expression
The second lesson we can draw from art therapy practice involves the therapist’s role in creating a space for expression to emerge through the process of making. Ongoing debates and theorizing in design research examine the role of the researcher or facilitator in design work (e.g., [12,96,108]). Light and Akama question how our current research culture anonymizes facilitation and its agency and draw attention to the importance of understanding the designer’s participatory practice [58]. Here we analyze the participatory practice of
art therapists in constructing a space for expression to occur through making.

**Shifting the Terms of Communication**

The notion of making as expression shifts the terms of communication away from verbalization and focuses attention on the process and product of creation. Art therapists explained that working with materials was often more suitable and less threatening to clients than verbal communication alone. AT18 explained how relying on verbal language “creates a barrier.” Therapists used materials to find “a different way in,” [AT14] or a way to connect besides verbal language, with participants. AT15 compared engaging with materials to “having a conversation,” albeit “through a different medium” than verbal language. AT12 mentioned how this was helpful because “the art becomes this outlet that takes some of that pressure off of directly communicating with another person.” Participants may use artwork as a way of externalizing and getting distance from difficult topics, with AT14 saying “It can be a lot easier to talk about a piece of artwork than to talk about yourself.”

AT18 explained:

“I had one woman, a patient who really had a hard time dealing with her mother... she (the client) was hospitalized with depression. She came to my session and she said, ‘I want to draw a portrait of my mother’...As she draws the image, she kept telling me that her mother is one of the best mothers in the whole world... ‘She’s wonderful. I love her dearly.’ That’s what she’s verbally saying to me. But I’m observing the way she draws. She’s grabbing the pastel and really aggressively drawing her image, the woman. The facial expression of the portrait is quite angry and aggressive...When you see that kind of incongruency...you begin to feel that this woman has tremendous anger and resentment toward her mother. It’s a hard fact to admit – ‘I really hate my mother, she’s so controlling.’ It’s very difficult to say... That is the kind of things we get to see. The glimpse of real, inner feelings come in visual expression.”

Under this view, the process of creating artwork and the artwork itself tells you “what is important to that person and what the main point of connection is,” said AT7. She continued, “With one client, all of her work is about nature and memories of her family.... If you’re just talking to her, she probably won’t tell you that she loves nature, and green things, and was married to a man named Peter, but that comes through in her art.” This therapist provided another example of what a participant’s artwork can communicate:

“I assumed that everybody knew that [the client] loved to talk about the house she raised her kids in...and the dog that was always running around...because all of her art depicts her backyard. When I talked with her caregiver and CNAs in memory support, nobody had heard this story and it seemed so strange to me...because that is clearly the most important thing to her absolutely above all else. The story that brings her joy and fuels her identity is raising her kids, in this house, and watching them play. That only comes out because that is the art that she makes every single week...”

Although at times verbalization happens through the art making process, verbalization is not the central goal. Bruce Moon, a scholar in art therapy, explains that “…I believe it is possible that our most significant work takes place without speaking at all” [73]. AT12 explained, “Something that we put a lot of weight in the field is letting the art speak for you and taking some reliance away from verbalizing things.” AT1 further confirmed this perspective through her explanation of how she has learned the most from people who rarely speak: “…they’ve really forced me to believe in that material language, forced me to believe that art is intelligible in it of itself and to not have to get that verification about what’s going on.” Continuing, she discussed a client in a private psychiatric hospital:

“[He] told me ‘I want to build a fire today’... We had a wood room and I started pulling out some pieces... pretty soon he’s joining me and then he found these balls of clay and started making sort of rock shapes, and he took the paper off the crayons and put it up on top like it was flames... he never said why he wanted to make the fire, I never really asked him either, and then after it was all done we just stood back and looked at it... all I asked was ‘hm, wonder what we’re gonna burn today.’ And he said ‘evil’. And I was like ‘hm. I wonder where we can find evil’. And he just went [gestures pulling something out of the mouth] and just dropped it in the fire, and that was all that was said. I never asked him to explain anymore, I felt like he had said plenty through what he did there.” [AT1]

This participant’s interaction with the material workspace and with his therapist is treated as an acceptable and insightful form of communication. Prior work recognizes the ways that our physical experience in the world and bodily engagement is central to interaction [25,46,85]. Aligned with this perspective, art therapy’s reframing of interaction not only shifts the terms of communication away from purely verbal discourse but also helps foster a safe space for multimodal, multimedia expressions to emerge.

**Creating a Safe Space**

Therapists aim to create a space where participants feel comfortable engaging in the process of creation, exploration, and expression of thoughts and feelings [75]. One way that therapists contribute to a “safe space” [AT4] and a “very accepting, comfortable environment” [AT1] is by making art alongside participants. As AT3 said, this was helpful because “people don’t like to be watched... Especially when they’re talking about things that are difficult, and you sit there and stare at them while they’re drawing, it makes them uncomfortable...” The act of making alongside a participant can help shift this dynamic and create a more comfortable and safe space for creation.

Therapists are aware of the dynamics between participants and others outside of therapy. They have different
perspectives on the degree to which other individuals (e.g., staff, family members) should be involved in the process of art therapy. Though some art therapists described involving family members and staff in sessions with people with complex communication needs, AT18 said that she discouraged family members and staff from joining sessions because it was important to have a space where participants “can express themselves freely and spontaneously without being judged.” Therapists recognized that others sometimes attempt to influence a participant’s art making process or product, disrupting the safe space that the therapist worked to construct.

Another aspect of creating a safe space involves bearing witness to expressions as they unfold [68]. The therapist’s role is not to provide directives or interpret art; rather, it is to witness participants as they “discover what that artwork or material means for them” [AT1]. Bearing witness means to be “a follower instead of a leader” [AT2]. Witnessing and following, however, do not imply passivity. Therapists respond to participant expressions verbally, through response art, or with thoughtful silence to demonstrate a participant is “accepted and affirmed” [AT1].

**Negotiating Goals**

As part of creating space for expression to unfold, therapists reflect on their own expectations for interaction during the process of making. Art therapists believe in “trusting the process” [69] and that, given the right materials, the participant “ultimately and instinctively knows where they need to go… the artistic process will work things out for people…” However, trusting the process does not mean that the participant is assumed to understand everything ahead of time and be able to convey it to the therapist. Rather, participants’ “artworks may reveal feelings and issues the client is not consciously aware of at the time the artwork is created” [75]. An understanding of these feelings emerges over time and through interaction with materials. Further, trusting the process does not mean that the therapist provides no structure or feedback. Instead, the therapist thoughtfully selects and arranges materials, suggests a mode of exploration (whether focused or open), and responds in ways that further affect the process of art making (e.g., staying silent, making art in response) [77].

Therapists acknowledge that their interactions with participants occur within existing clinical settings and institutions, which often have pre-defined goals for clients (e.g. court ordered therapy for anger). Art therapists believe that the participants’ goals matter as a social justice issue [75]. AT2 said, “I think it’s a social justice issue for me that I shouldn’t determine what somebody else needs to work on in their life.” Further, art therapists described ongoing reflection as a way to mitigate the assumptions that seep into their understanding of participants’ needs. AT2 described doing so by, “... really being in touch with what I think should happen...versus what they (participants) think... knowing that that’s our human tendency to feel like we know what’s best for somebody else.” AT4 stressed the importance of not coming to participants with “preconceived notions,” explaining that, “sometimes I might go to the session and think that I’ve tried this with this particular population and since this is [a] similar population, I’ll do the same thing as well. But [it] doesn’t necessarily work that way.”

Nevertheless, art therapists negotiate therapeutic goals for and with participants, taking into consideration the larger system of health care and insurance. Therapists explained that at times institutional goals were at odds with individual goals, but they worked to “connect with clients to figure out what it is that they need and want” [AT2]. That is, therapists aimed to conduct therapy in a way that satisfied institutional goals while still supporting their client’s desires and goals for expression.

**Supporting Expression in a Broader Context**

The notion of making as expression highlights multiple underlying power dynamics—from the privileged position of verbal discourse to hierarchies inherent in art and therapy as disciplines to who makes decisions around sharing artwork. The work of art therapists includes negotiating these power dynamics to sustain clients’ expressions in a broader social context. Art therapists are aware that outside of the art therapy practice, clients are often marginalized due to their position in society, disability, or stigmatizing experiences. To help counter this, they are advocates for the perspective of making as expression and aim to dismantle hierarchies that arise within the domains of health and art.

**Deconstructing Hierarchies**

Therapists’ reflexive practice attends to the hierarchies inherent in therapy and art, and through this, they aim to shift power imbalances across both cultures. Therapists acknowledge that their interactions occur within a larger context of care, in which patients are positioned as in need of help and therapists as those providing help. Similar tensions exist between researchers and the researched [91]. AT1 explained that, “Whenever you have a hierarchy, it reinforces a power differential.” Some therapists described trying to eliminate the distinction between therapist and participant (e.g., by avoiding the labels of patient and therapist), aiming for a more “collaborative” relationship [AT17]. Prior work has identified the ways in which hierarchies and clearly demarcated roles in healthcare contexts (e.g., clinician, patient) affect the design process [24], and in our field work, we observed therapists positioning themselves as “assistants” and “helpers” in the creative process as one effective strategy (also see [52]).

Beyond hierarchies reinforced by the health care system, the field of Art can esteem certain work and materials (e.g., high art, fine arts) and disparage others (crafts as “low arts”) [81]. Therapists are aware that participants come to art therapy with assumptions of what makes something ‘art’ and who can take on the role of an ‘artist.’ Therapists described crafting a social environment that did not encourage one ‘right’ way of making art. AT1 described this as, “the art
here is not hierarchical... there’s an atmosphere that’s cultivated of ‘whatever you choose to do, that’s great...’” Further, therapists emphasized that all forms of engagement and “being” during therapy are valued. For example, an ornate painting is not seen as a more successful outcome than a careful arrangement of oil pastels on a piece of paper [55]. Therapists explained to participants that everyone, including the therapist, had the potential for creative exploration and personal and artistic growth, and that reciprocal exchanges took place within the group. AT4 said that he would tell participants “‘We are here to learn together. Each one of you has a lot to offer. ’ And that’s how I try to position it.” The work of deconstructing hierarchies and forming a co-creative partnership is essential in collaborative design as well.

**Serving as an Ambassador of a New “Shared Language”**

Understanding that verbalization is a dominant form of communication, therapists work to ensure that others can receive expressions created in therapy. AT17 described the importance of using a “shared language” to convey interactions that take place in an art therapy so others (e.g., family, care providers) can understand. In other words, therapists acknowledge the need to use verbal language to some extent to communicate with others. When possible, therapists facilitate participants in sharing their artwork, whether by bringing the participant to a care meeting or bringing artwork and relaying descriptions exactly as the participant said them (at times using audio recordings). Therapists have participants title their work and compose “artist statements,” or provide other modalities of expression (e.g., arranging word tiles on an art piece).

Therapists are mindful advocates and adjust the way they share artwork depending on the audience. In care meetings, therapists used artwork to share participant’s functional and emotional states, as well as preferences as they impacted health care [20]. With family and caregivers, artwork was shown to support emotional connections or to challenge perceptions of participants as unable to engage in activity or with others. Art therapists may also use artwork to convey to staff the possibility of using multisensory expression to interact with residents without speaking to them [55]. Further, therapists model what it means to “witness” artwork for others, and step in when they perceive others attempting to interpret participant artwork in a way that does not reflect what the participant intended [54].

**Sharing Expressions to Advocate for Societal Change**

Though art therapy usually takes place behind closed doors, therapists see value in sharing the expressions embodied in artwork more broadly to engender positive societal changes. AT12 said, “There is only so much two people [a participant and therapist] can do together.” She continued that if the participant takes the art “into a wider audience, then it might become an issue that’s actually handled...” Therapists supported participants in sharing artwork in exhibits, zines, self-published books, and YouTube videos. Often the purpose of sharing with a wider audience was to challenge stigma associated with a health condition, disability, or position in society. Therapists explained that sharing artwork “changes people’s concept of you” [AT10] and can “create more empathy” [AT15]. When others view participants’ work, they are able to view these individuals as “capable of doing things that contribute to society.”

Sharing artwork also helps participants build a receptive audience that they may not have otherwise, as the artwork is “so concrete and so visible, powerful and expressive, that it’s a different way than verbally saying ‘I am here’...” [AT15]. Therapists recognized that many participants face challenges that are significantly heightened by their positioning in society [45]. Similarly, another therapist said that “as therapists we have to be social activists,” and saw art shows as advancing her advocacy. Prior design research has also begun to challenge perceptions (e.g., around dementia) [90]. Yet, therapists described reflecting on their reasons for sharing the work of participants, particularly those with cognitive impairments who do not recognize it is their art being shown. AT7 questioned “Whose agenda is that serving... mine, cause I’m an art therapist and I want to show that I work with people with dementia? Is it in that person’s benefit, because they’re a person, and sometimes they are not perceived as people?” We argue that these are pressing questions for collaborative design work as well.

**DISCUSSION**

Drawing from the clinical discipline of art therapy, this paper calls attention to the notion of making as a valued form of expression for people with complex communication needs. Below, we discuss the practical ways in which researchers can adopt insights from art therapy practice in their own work as well as ethical issues and responsibilities that come to light based on our analysis of art therapy.

**Insights for Practice**

Analyzing art therapy practice provides insights for collaborative design engagements, and here we revisit our findings to inform co-creative design projects involving people with complex communication needs.

**Consider What Materials Say**

As research begins to unpack materiality in design (e.g., [41,104]), art therapy calls attention to the nuances of materials as language. Above all, therapists spoke of the importance of intentionally selecting materials by attending to their physical, sociocultural, and expressive properties as well as the kinds of participation and states materials encourage. For example, therapists think about how “a brush full of paint has more limited possibilities for action than a jar full of finger paint” [49]. Others described how a shared piece of paper for a group session changes interaction compared to individual canvases. While Makhaeva et al. assert that material selection is central to unlocking participants’ creative potential [62], we can look to art therapy for a nuanced view of the “possibilities for action” that various materials afford (see [80] for a review). With a richer understanding of materials, we can take advantage of
different qualities of materials for different stages of a project. Post-It notes and markers, often provided during early brainstorming, can be rearranged flexibly but require succinct, written thoughts and reinforce boundaries. How might more fluid materials (e.g., acrylic or watercolor paints) change participants’ creative potentials? Further, researchers can consider which materials support certain individuals. As an example, researchers working with individuals with anxiety may wish to avoid fluid materials, particularly early in the design process [80].

Another way researchers can better attend to the language of materials is to understand that material selection, arrangement, and social expectations reflect a wider value system. Crayons and printer paper may evoke child-like comfort for some and give others the impression that their ideas will not be taken seriously. Researchers who introduce high quality brushes and paints may convey to some that their work (and time) is valuable and alienate others who perceive fine art as for the elite. Similarly, selecting materials that are traditionally associated with particular groups but are devalued by the dominant group (e.g., women and knitting; subcultures and tattoos) further reveal values and expectations around participation. As digital tools for making become more accessible to the general population, they are likely to take a more central role in formative design work. It will become increasingly important for researchers to consider what these materials say in terms of empowerment (i.e., signaling to a population that they are joining the maker movement) and balance this against how these tools reinforce hierarchies that prize technology and technological know-how over other creation skills. This critique extends to how and why we introduce electronic making kits to various groups, such as sociocultural implications of fabric-based kits for women (e.g., LilyPad [15]). Though instructors and shop managers make decisions about resources and the environment, the ways in which tools for making affect participation are less understood. For example, how CAD tools look and feel, the width and refinement of the extruder, the materials (plastic vs pancake batter), and the colors of acrylic or ABS plastic (primary or neutrals) all stand to influence participation and have their own sociocultural associations for various participants. The therapist, as well as the researcher, “wields enormous influence... simply by deciding what materials to provide...” [80]. As researchers, an important area for future research involves thinking critically about how material selection, arrangement, and expectations for interaction shape collaborative design engagements.

Creating Space for Expression
Art therapy also helps set expectations of what is accomplished within a co-creative session and considered an outcome. The concept of “trusting the process” means that the therapist approaches participants’ expressions with “attentiveness, openness, curiosity, a nonjudgmental attitude, and a sense of wonder,” rather than “the intention of finding hard-and-fast interpretive truths” [77]. The therapist is willing to be in a state of “not knowing,” acknowledging that this can be an unsettling position [77]. This suggests that the key role of the researcher is not one of facilitator who issues prompts and directives. Rather, the researcher acts as a witness, taking in the participants’ work and selecting an appropriate response, which can take the form of a held gaze and a thoughtful silence or a gently probing question. This aligns with Light and Akama’s description of the performatative nature of facilitation, which involves embodied knowing, moment-to-moment shifts, and fluid negotiation around formal processes [58]. In terms of practical applications, researchers can practice witnessing rather than directing, and creating alongside participants rather than observing them, as ways of shifting the dynamics of collaborative design sessions.

The notion of creating space for communication also resonates with prior work discussing how researchers may be most useful in an “infrastructuring” role in participatory design [5]. That is, rather than facilitating participants in responding to known issues or improving existing technologies (e.g., asking participants to design a better medication container), researchers can be involved in “identifying, designing, and supporting social, technical, and spatial infrastructure” [29]—providing an environment where participants can discover and respond to issues that matter to them [22]. Similarly, the concept of response art, or art created to respond to an interaction during therapy, helps re-envision how researchers could respond to participant interaction through modalities other than speech or written text. Often the focus in formative design work is on articulating insights and plans to move design forward; yet, the results of formative design work may not be best conveyed through words. Conveying design work through newer publication and presentation formats, such as the visual thinking gallery [6], art exhibitions [30] and Pictorials [7] at conferences expands the range of possibilities and sustains these new forms of expression (see [111] for an excellent example).

Ongoing Reflection of Power Dynamics
 Reflexivity, particularly with respect to positions of power, is not a new topic within design [3,23,95]. Art therapy lends insights into why ongoing reflection on power dynamics is essential to sustaining the expressions of people with complex communication needs more broadly in society. As discussed earlier, individuals are confronted with their own abilities and experiences as part of the process of sharing (through art therapy or research [11,109]), and sharing emotionally distressing or stigmatizing experiences poses additional considerations that researchers are just beginning to recognize [14,21]. Art therapists understand that power dynamics underlie the entire process of making and sharing. They receive extensive training on how to reflect on and account for their positionality in the therapeutic relationship and learn to practice reflexivity through oversight from experienced colleagues [31]. This suggests that our research training and mentoring practices should better attend to
positionality and promote reflexive practice, particularly when working with these populations. Art therapy can serve as a model for how to incorporate “ongoing self-questioning” [3] in technology design, a key priority of Feminist HCI [3] and Social Justice-Oriented Interaction Design [23]. Therapists describe a dual role as activist, and we should attend to similar identities as we understand and report on the “designer using the method” [58].

**Ethics and Responsibility**

While art therapy provides an instructive lens for envisioning collaborative design work, art therapists are skilled professionals who are trained to work with and nurture long-term relationships with individuals with complex communication needs. Therapists thoughtfully create spaces for participants to express sensitive thoughts and emotions that they may have never expressed before. Therapists understand risks involved: disclosing something too soon can be harmful; participants may at first feel worse when they begin communicating these thoughts and feelings; and therapists must know “how to wrap somebody up in a way that they are not walking around out in the world after a therapy session completely wide open” [AT2]. Additionally, art therapists draw on networks of health care professionals, who can provide continuity in care, help deal with crises, and address other aspects of the participant’s wellbeing. In agreement with prior work [65,82], an effective strategy is to create design teams that include health care practitioners or professionals who are trained to work with individuals with complex communication needs (e.g., art therapists, occupational therapists, social workers).

The point here is not to propose researchers should embody the role of therapist; rather, that drawing out experiences and desires of individuals with complex communication needs is serious work. There is depth and nuance to working with individuals with complex communication needs that research often glosses over. Power relations with participants and their position in society are rarely brought to the forefront of design work. Yet, these issues exist the moment researchers enter an engagement [22,58]. We can learn from art therapists, who integrate an awareness of power relations into their practices and work to reduce power differentials (e.g., by cultivating spaces without a “right way” to engage). Though this paper draws largely on the perspectives of therapists, other work unpacks power dynamics between researchers and people with complex communication needs (e.g., [64,83]).

Further, the case of art therapy makes it clear that expression through any modality changes people: “we make our art and our art makes us” [77]. Recognizing the potential for change through participation is a particularly salient issue when research aims to engage individuals in discussions of discrimination, stigma, or social acceptability [56,97,98]. In our own work, we have benefited from long-term partnership with therapists, who bring their own ethical attunement and sensitives to the research practice. These collaborations revealed how researchers can enable participants to set the terms of communication while being mindful of the privileged position of verbal discourse and its isolating effects on certain people. Collaboration with therapists has also revealed how pursuing certain topics without a participant being ready or the space being “safe” can be damaging. As researchers, we must develop practices or engage experts to help “wrap somebody up” after a session that leaves them “completely wide open.”

Finally, as we shift our practices to value and convey expressions of people with complex communication needs to the larger research community, we must consider our responsibility in terms of the ways we represent these populations. We can turn to the history of “outsider art,” or artwork created by people considered to be “other”—those who cannot or do not adhere to dominant forms of expression and being (e.g., individuals with mental health conditions) [88]. The ways this work has historically been valued, presented, and discussed are now seen as exploitative. That is, the art is treated as special because the population who created it is seen as so different from the viewers—which further highlights differences and solidifies stigma and negative positioning in society [88]. We, too, must question whether we are doing “outsider research.” While collaborative design aims to empower those who may be invisible or weaker in power [39], we must remain aware of how research may inadvertently disempower. As researchers, we need to consider the ways we frame research and present findings, which can end up magnifying or sensationalizing differences between the studied group and others. The ways in which we describe populations and articulate the need for research in a particular area can reveal underlying values and power dynamics.

**CONCLUSION**

There is a growing interest in involving individuals with complex communication needs in design work, particularly around the creation and use of new technologies. Current strategies for engaging these individuals often focus on bridging gaps in communication left by an impairment or stigmatizing experience. At times, we narrowly scope and limit the conversational space so that we, as researchers, can understand. We argue that art therapy provides a model for how the research community can view making as expression and shift the terms of communication to understand what is most important to participants and points of connection for future design work. Further, art therapy provides a lens on the privileged position of verbal discourse in collaborative design work and opens up new avenues for fostering supportive and experience affirming co-creative design engagements.
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